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“She’s had
a little too
much filler.”
— Dr. Lyle M. Back

Mir believes she’s had too
much Botox in her forehead
“which is making her eyes
look smaller and hooded.”
And Philadelphia-area plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle M. Back,
who doesn’t treat the star,
thinks Lindsay is overdoing
it with “a little too much filler” in her cheeks and lips. It
might be time for Lindsay to
ease up on the injectables —
and focus more on her skin,
which is aging her dramatically. “It has a weathered,
harsh look,” says Dr. Back,
who suggests laser resurfacing: “It would make her skin
softer, smoother and much
more pleasant-looking!”
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now
forehead

“Lindsay has had
Botox in her forehead
and upper eye area,” says
Dr. Steve Fallek, who doesn’t
treat the star and cites the
different position of her
brows as a telltale sign.
Cost: about $1K.

nose

“Minimal
rhinoplasty; not
overdone,” praises Dr.
Lyle M. Back, adding that
her new nose looks natural
and “fits her face well.”
He estimates the cost
at about $6K.

cheeks

LiLo’s fuller, rounder,
more prominent cheeks
are the likely result of
injectable fillers, says
dermatologist Dr. Tabasum
Mir. Injections run
between
$800 to $2K.

lips

Fillers are probably
the cause of Lindsay’s
changing smile, says Dr.
Back — note the difference
in her upper lip. Pout
plumpers generally cost
$800 to $1.5K per
treatment.

Lindsay’s New Look
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he la st 12 yea rs
haven’t exactly been
the easiest for troubled star Lindsay Lohan, who’s gone from
girl next door to aged beyond her years at just 30.
But so far, her efforts to
reverse the clock — and
undo some of the damage
from her hard-partying
days — are yielding mixed
results. “I think she looks
pretty good,” says cosmetic dermatologist Dr.
Tabasum Mir, who doesn’t
treat the actress. “Filler
under eyes has filled out
the hollows and also softened her nasolabial folds
( laugh lines).” But Dr.
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